
To: Middlebury Town Selectboard 
From: Randy Kritkausky, co-owner 29 N Pleasant St 
Date: August 14, 2021 
Subject: Access to Public Space, Removing the Insurance Barrier 
 
I recently attempted to organize a “meet the author” event on the town green, using the Gazebo. I 
wanted to have an event discussing recent revelations concerning Indian residential schools.  Reading an 
excerpt from my book, Without Reservation, which addresses this issue in personal terms of my family 
history seemed like a good vehicle to increase public understanding of a neglected aspect of American 
history.  I asked the Vermont Book Shop to co-sponsor the event as it involves a book they sell.  I hoped 
that using public space in the town center would model the kind of activity that businesses can support 
in order to attract visitors and help to recover from COVID and the big dig.  
 
I was told that I needed a permit to hold any event in the Gazebo.  When I received the application I 
discovered that I need to provide a certificate of insurance.  I spent an hour finding out if my multiple 
homeowners’ insurance policies have such coverage provision. They do not.  Obtaining the required  
insurance would cost around $100 and involve some considerable investment of time and energy. In 
theory, The Vermont Book Shop could use its policy. But the staff time and energy involved in filling out 
the form and obtaining the insurance certificate made this option a burdensome expense.  I do not feel 
that I should off-load that burden onto an already busy business owner, nor should I contribute to a 
tradition that requires individual private citizens to obtain the support and indirect financing of a local 
business in order to use public space. 
 
I asked myself if other public spaces have such requirements.  Merely walking around the town center 
and Marble Works made it clear that I could invite a dozen individuals to join in a birthday party at picnic 
tables overlooking the waterfalls. There is a newly constructed mini-pavillion there where half a dozen 
people can meet. The circular contemplation space newly constructed on the walkway to the Marble 
works will accommodate tens of individuals at a single gathering, such as the reading I would like to do. I 
would not need an insurance policy to use any of these spaces.  
 
Then I thought that perhaps liability was a concern. I wondered if sports activities at the recreation 
center, on tennis courts and the baseball fields, which often produce injuries, required an insurance 
certificate. They do not, despite their track records of small injuries to users. 
 
Only the town Gazebo, the premier public space in Middlebury requires an insurance policy. The 
requirement amounts to a formidable and unnecessary obstacle to the use of public space and it acts as 
discouragement of activity that would bring customers to Middlebury businesses. 
 
Please consider removing this obstacle.  
 
As a footnote I would like to point out the irony involved in my effort. I am an enrolled Native American 
tribal member who is witnessing communities, churches, colleges, and municipal governments making 
territorial acknowledgements along the lines of “we acknowledge that this land is the un-ceded territory 
of the (name of tribe), and we express our gratitude for their stewardship of this land”. I helped 
Middlebury College to develop such an acknowledgement. Now, when I desire to continue educating 
the public about Native Americans continuing struggles to rectify the seizure of our lands and erasure of 
our culture, I am required to pay a fee to use un-ceded public lands which are placed out of the reach of 
indigenous people, and ironically also those in the mainstream. 


